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CENTER CYCLICITY OF A FAMILY OF QUARTIC
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Abstract. In this paper we study the cyclicity of the centers of
the quartic polynomial family written in complex notation as
_z = iz + zz(Az2 +Bzz + Cz2);
where A;B;C 2 C. We give an upper bound for the cyclicity of
any nonlinear center at the origin when we perturb it inside this
family. Moreover we prove that this upper bound is sharp.
1. Introduction and statement of the main results
We consider a family of planar polynomial dierential systems of the
form
(1)
_x = x  y + P (x; y; );
_y = x+ y +Q(x; y; );
where P;Q 2 R[x; y; ] are the polynomial nonlinearities of system (1)
and  2 R,  2 Rn are the parameters of the family. One of the main
problems in the qualitative theory of real planar polynomial systems
consists in distinguishing if the singular point located at the origin O
of system (1) is either a center (i.e. it has a neighborhood U such
that U n fOg is lled with periodic orbits) or a focus (i.e. it has a
neighborhood U where all the orbits in U n fOg spiral in forward or in
backward time to the origin), see [1]. Clearly, the origin of family (1)
is a focus when  6= 0.
A characterization of system (1) having a center at the origin is given
by the existence of a formal rst integral (which in fact it is analytic)
H(x; y) = x2+ y2+    (here the dots denote higher order terms) with
 = 0, see Poincare [14] and Liapunov [11]. More precisely we seek for
a formal series H(x; y;) = x2 + y2 +    in such a way that X(H) =P
j1 j()(x
2+y2)j where X = ( y+P (x; y; ))@x+(x+Q(x; y; ))@y
is the associate vector eld to family (1) with  = 0.
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It is natural to study the center{problem in the complex setting.
We will associate to system (1) a two{dimensional complex system by
using the complex coordinate z = x + iy 2 C. Family (1) with  = 0
can be written into the form _z = iz + F (z; z; ) where z = x  iy and
F is given by the polynomial F (z; z; ) = P
 
1
2
(z + z); i
2
(z   z);  +
iQ
 
1
2
(z + z); i
2
(z   z); . We can associate to this complex polynomial
dierential equation its complex conjugate forming thus the complex
system
(2)
_z = iz + F (z; z; ) = iz +
NX
j+k=2
aj;k()z
jzk;
_z =  iz + F (z; z; ) =  iz +
NX
j+k=2
aj;k()z
jzk:
We say that system (2) with  =  has a center at the origin (z; z) =
(0; 0) if and only if it admits a formal rst integral H^(z; z;) = zz+   ,
see [4, 15]. System (1) with (; ) = (0; ) has a center at the origin
if and only if system (2) has a center at the origin for  = .
Denote by X^ = (iz +       )@z + ( iz +    )@z the family of vec-
tor elds in C2 associated to system (2). We look for a formal series
H^(z; z;) = zz +    2 C[[z; z]] such that X^(H^) =Pj1 fj()(zz)j+1.
It turns out that fj() 2 R[x; y] are the so-called focus quantities for
system (1), see [15] and [8]. One can see the nonzero polynomials fj()
as the obstruction to the existence of the rst integral H^ for system
(2) and therefore the obstacles to have a center at the origin in (1).
Actually, the origin of system (1) with (; ) = (0; ) is a center if
and only if fj(
) = 0 for any j 2 N.
Let B and Bk be the ideals in R[] given by B = hfj() : j 2 Ni and
Bk = hf1(); : : : ; fk()i, respectively. The ideal B generated by all the
focus quantities is called the Bautin ideal. We can also dene ~fj  fj
mod Bj 1, that is, ~fj is the remainder of fj upon division by a Grobner
basis of the ideal Bj 1. Clearly Bk = hf1(); ~f2(); : : : ; ~fk()i.
The ane varietyV(Bk) associated to Bk is the algebraic setV(Bk) =
f 2 Rn : fj() = 0 for 1  j  kg, see [3]. To solve the center problem
for (1) is to describe the center variety V(B). Clearly  2 V(B)  Rn
if and only if system (1) with (; ) = (0; ) has a center at the origin.
The polynomial ring R[] is Noetherian and then by the Hilbert's
basis Theorem any ideal in R[] is generated by a nite number of
polynomials. We dene the minimal basis of the nitely generated
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ideal B with respect to an ordered basis B = ff1(); f2(); f3(); : : : g
as the basis MB dened by the following procedure:
(a) initially set MB = ffp()g, where fp() is the rst non-zero
element of B;
(b) check successive elements fj(), starting with j = p+1, adjoin-
ing fj() toMB if and only if fj() 62 hMBi, the ideal generated
by MB.
Let MB = ffj1 ; : : : ; fjmg be a minimal base for the Bautin ideal B.
The cardinality m of MB is called the Bautin depth of B, see [9].
The cyclicity of a center at the origin of system (1) with (; ) =
(0; ) is the maximum number of small amplitude limit cycles that can
appear bifurcating from that center under arbitrarily small parameter
perturbations inside family (1). The concept of cyclicity was introduced
by Bautin in the seminal paper [2]. There Bautin showed that the
cyclicity problem of a non{degenerate center (center having linear part
with nonzero eigenvalues) could be reduced to the problem of nding a
minimal base for the Bautin ideal. In reality the cyclicity of any center
at the origin of (1) is at most the Bautin depth m of B, see for example
[2, 9, 15, 16].
In this work we are interested in the quartic polynomial family writ-
ten in complex notation as
(3) _z = (i+ )z + zz(Az2 +Bzz + Cz2);
with z = x + iy 2 C and parameters  2 R and (A;B;C) 2 C3. In
[12] the authors solve the center problem for such a family and give
the cyclicity but only in the simplest case that the origin be a focus,
see also [13]. Here we complete the study of family (3) analyzing the
harder cyclicity problem of the center at z = 0. The main result of this
paper is the following.
Theorem 1. The following statements hold.
(a) Any nonlinear center at the origin of the family (3) has cyclicity
at most 4 when we perturb it inside the family.
(b) There are perturbations of the linear center _z = iz inside family
(3) producing 4 limit cycles bifurcating from the origin.
2. Cyclicity and Radicality of The Bautin ideal
The problem of nding the depth of the Bautin ideal is in general
a dicult task, this is the reason for which the cyclicity problem of a
center is not easy to solve. However, the problem becomes easier when
the Bautin ideal is radical.
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Recall that the radical
pB of the ideal B is pB = fp 2 R[] : pr 2
B for some r 2 Ng. If B = pB then B is called a radical ideal.
When the Bautin ideal B is radical we can state the following result
stated for the rst time in [7], see also [6].
Theorem 2 (Radical Ideal Cyclicity Bound Theorem). Let m be the
cardinality of a minimal basis of the ideal Bk in the polynomial ring
R[] with  2 Rn. Assume that the following two conditions hold:
(i) V(Bk) = V(B) holds in Cn;
(ii) Bk is radical.
Then B = Bk and, in particular, the cyclicity of any center at the origin
in (1) is at most m.
Unfortunately an ideal is not always radical. Suppose now that the
center problem has been already solved, that is, we know the center
variety V(Bk) = V(B) but Bk is not radical. In this case we cannot
apply Theorem 2 for bounding the cyclicity. The forthcoming Theorem
3 allows to obtain an upper bound on the cyclicity of the center at the
origin of family (1) when we have the non-radicality of the Bautin ideal.
The idea is to obtain an upper bound of the cyclicity in the varieties
associated to the radical components in the primary decomposition of
the ideal Bk following therefore some ideas extracted from [5].
We recall that a polynomial ideal I in the ring K[x] is primary if
p q 2 I implies either p 2 I or a power q` 2 I for some positive ` 2 N.
By the Lasker-Noether Theorem, any ideal I can be decomposed as the
intersection of a nite number of primary ideals, see [3]. On the other
hand, I is prime if whenever p; q 2 K[x] with p q 2 I then either p 2 I
or q 2 I. Every radical ideal can be written as the intersection of prime
ideals. An approach to bound, in some cases, the center cyclicity of
system (1) when the Bautin ideal is not radical is the following result,
see [7] and also [6].
Theorem 3. Let s be the cardinality of a minimal basis of the ideal
Bk in the polynomial ring R[] with  2 Rn. Suppose that the center
problem at the origin of family (1) has been solved in the sense that we
know an index k 2 N such that its center variety is V(B) = V(Bk) 
Rn. We assume that V(B) = V(Bk) also holds as varieties in Cn.
Moreover, suppose that a primary decomposition of Bk can be written
as Bk = R \ N where R is the intersection of prime ideals in the
decomposition with the intersection N of the remaining ideals in the
decomposition. Then for any system of family (1) corresponding to
 2 V(B) nV(N ), the Hopf cyclicity of the center at the origin is at
most s.
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Remark 4. Theorem 2 looks very similar to Corollary 6.2.10 of [15]
and Theorem 3 seems a corollary of Proposition 1 in [10] but there
are essential dierences that we explain below. In [15] the complex
coordinate z = x + iy 2 C and its conjugate z are introduced so
that family (1) with  = 0 is written as (2). But, at this point, the
conjugates z and aj;k are replaced by new independent complex variable
w and complex parameters bj;k yielding a larger complex polynomial
family
(4) _z = iz +
NX
j+k=2
aj;kz
jwk; _w =  iw +
NX
j+k=2
bj;kw
jzk;
dened in C2 with complex parameters  = (aj;k; bj;k). Family (4) is
called the complexication of family (1) with  = 0.
In [15], the center cyclicity problem associated to the origin of the
real family (1) with  = 0, is only studied using Corollary 6.2.10 after
previously solving the Dulac complex center problem associated to the
larger complexied family (4). We recall that (4) has a (complex) center
at the origin (z; w) = (0; 0), when  = , if and only if it admits a
formal (complex) rst integral H^(z; w;) = zw+   . Clearly, complex
centers of (4) include the real centers of (1). We want to study rst the
center problem and later the center cyclicity problem of (1) without the
need to analyze the associated Dulac complex center problem. Anyway,
we have to move to the complex setting also because from the equality
of real varieties V(Bk) = V(B) we cannot extract any relation between
the ideals B and Bk since the eld R is not algebraically closed. The
main dierence is that we do not use the former coordinate z = x+iy 2
C. Instead, we complexify in a more direct way taking into account that
real family (1) can be viewed as a vector eld on C2 with parameters
 2 Cn. Now, since  are complex parameters, the equality V(Bk) =
V(B) means that pBk =
pB by Hilbert Nullstellensatz. As we said
before, our approach has the advantage of not having to solve the
Dulac complex center problem. Rather, we only need to solve the real
center problem, that is, we only need to know the real center variety
or, equivalently, that V(Bk) = V(B) holds in the real parameter space.
The main disadvantage of our approach is that we have to prove that
V(Bk) = V(B) holds in the complex parameter space too. Recall that,
in general, it is possible for two ideals I and J in R[] thatV(I) = V(J)
as real varieties in Rn, but V(I) 6= V(J) as complex varieties in Cn.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1
In [12] it is proved that system (3) has a center at the origin if and
only if one of the following two sets of conditions hold:
(c.1)  = 2A+ B = 0;
(c.2)  = Im(AB) = Im(A3C) = Im( B3C) = 0.
We write A = a1 + ia2, B = b1 + ib2, and C = c1 + ic2 in family
(3) so that now  = (a1; a2; b1; b2; c1; c2) 2 R6 and compute the rst
non-vanishing reduced focal values obtaining
f3() =  2(a2b1   a1b2);
~f6() = 2(6a1a2b1c1 + 15a2b
2
1c1 + 2a
2
2b2c1   6b21b2c1   5a2b22c1 +
2b32c1 + 2a
2
1b1c2   6a22b1c2 + 5a1b21c2 + 2b31c2 + 15a2b1b2c2  
6b1b
2
2c2);
~f9() =
1
32
( 240a41a2c1   160a21a32c1 + 80a52c1 + 5115a2b41c1  
2550b41b2c1 + 3410a2b
2
1b
2
2c1   1700b21b32c1   1705a2b42c1 +
850b52c1 + 288a
2
1a2c
3
1   96a32c31   1080a2b21c31 + 504b21b2c31 +
360a2b
2
2c
3
1   168b32c31   80a51c2 + 160a31a22c2 + 240a1a42c2 +
1705a1b
4
1c2 + 850b
5
1c2 + 3410a2b
3
1b2c2   1700b31b22c2 +
5115a2b1b
3
2c2   2550b1b42c2 + 96a31c21c2   288a1a22c21c2  
360a1b
2
1c
2
1c2   168b31c21c2   1080a2b1b2c21c2 + 504b1b22c21c2 +
288a21a2c1c
2
2   96a32c1c22   1080a2b21c1c22 + 504b21b2c1c22 +
360a2b
2
2c1c
2
2   168b32c1c22 + 96a31c32   288a1a22c32  
360a1b
2
1c
3
2   168b31c32   1080a2b1b2c32 + 504b1b22c32);
~f12() =   1
1050
(5628a21a2c1   1876a32c1   6165a2b21c1 + 2379b21b2c1 +
2055a2b
2
2c1   793b32c1 + 1876a31c2   5628a1a22c2  
2055a1b
2
1c2   6165a2b1b2c2   793b31c2 + 2379b1b22c2)(c21 + c22)2;
~f15() =
11
160
(192a31a
3
2c
4
1   64a1a52c41 + 3b31b32c41   b1b52c41 + 64a41a22c31c2  
384a21a
4
2c
3
1c2 + 64a
6
2c
3
1c2   b41b22c31c2 + 6b21b42c31c2   b62c31c2 +
128a31a
3
2c
2
1c
2
2 + 128a1a
5
2c
2
1c
2
2 + 2b
3
1b
3
2c
2
1c
2
2 + 2b1b
5
2c
2
1c
2
2 +
64a41a
2
2c1c
3
2   384a21a42c1c32 + 64a62c1c32   b41b22c1c32 +
6b21b
4
2c1c
3
2   b62c1c32   64a31a32c42 + 192a1a52c42   b31b32c42 +
3b1b
5
2c
4
2):
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We have checked that ~fj() 2 B15 for j = 18; 19; 20. It is probable
that B15 = B but we do not have more evidences for making this
assertion.
What we will do now is to compute the center variety V(B)  R6
associated to the origin of family (3). We claim that V(B) = V(B12).
First we have checked that B15 
pB12. Since V(B12) = V(
pB12),
we use the routine minAssChar in the primdec.LIB library of Sin-
gular for nding the prime decomposition of
pB12. This computa-
tion can be also checked using the PrimeDecomposition command of
Maple. We get that
pB12 = \4i=1Ji where
J1 = ha2   2b2; a1 + 2b1; c21 + c22i;
J2 = hb1a2 + a1b2; 3b21b2c1   b32c1   b31c2 + 3b1b22c2; 3a1b1b2c1 +
a2b
2
2c1   a1b21c2 + 3a1b22c2; 3a21b2c1   a22b2c1   a21b1c2  
3a1a2b2c2; 3a
2
1a2c1   a32c1 + a31c2   3a1a22c2i;
J3 = hb1; b2; a2c1   a1c2; c21 + c22; a1c1 + a2c2; a21 + a22i;
J4 = h2a2   b2; 2a1 + b1i:
Taking into account that the real variety
V(J3) = f 2 R6 : A = B = C = 0g
corresponds to the linear center _z = iz and V(J3)  V(Jk) for any k 2
f1; 2; 4g we have that V(B12) decomposes as the union of irreducible
components as
V(B12) = V(
p
B12) = V(J1) [V(J2) [V(J4):
Center conditions (c.1) and (c.2) written in terms of parameters  are
(c.1)  = 2a1 + b1 = 2a2   b2 = 0;
(c.2)  = a2b1+ a1b2 = 3a
2
1a2c1  a32c1+ a31c2  3a1a22c2 =  3b21b2c1+
b32c1 + b
3
1c2   3b1b22c2 = 0.
We recall that the origin of system (3) with (; ) = (0; ) is a center
if all the generators of Ji for any i 2 f1; 2; 4g vanish at  = , hence
the claim is proved and the center variety is V(B) = V(B12)  R6.
Also we want to establish that
(5) V(B) = V(B12) holds in C6:
For proving that we follow [7] (see also [6]). First we note that the inclu-
sionV(B)  V(B12) holds in C6 since B12  B by denition. Hence, we
only need to check the reverse inclusion. That is that V(B12)  V(B)
holds in C6. To prove that we must check whether for any  2 C6
satisfying f1(
) =    = f12() = 0 this implies that fj() = 0
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for all j 2 N, or equivalently that there is a formal rst integral in
C[[x; y]] of the associated system (1) with (; ) = (0; ) when sys-
tem (1) is extended to the complex setting with (x; y; ) 2 C2  C6.
Clearly, the former is trivially true if system (1) with (; ) = (0; )
is Hamiltonian. The validity of the above is also proved in [6] when
system (1) with (; ) = (0; ) has a time-reversible center at the
origin. We recall that family (3) is time-reversible (or reversible with
respect to a straight line) if it is invariant under the change of variables
z 7! exp(i')z for some real ' and the reversion of time t 7!  t.
As can be seen in [12], center condition (c.1) corresponds to an in-
tegrable case. That means that, when  2 V(J4), system (3) with
(; ) = (0; ) can be written after rescaling by jzj2 as _z = i@H=@z
where H(z; z) = log jzj2  iAz2z+ i Azz2+ 1
3
( Cz3 Cz3). The function
exp(H) is a real analytic rst integral in a neighborhood of (x; y) =
(0; 0), and it can be clearly extended to a formal rst integral in the
complex setting.
On the other hand, center condition (c.2) corresponds to the time-
reversible case. When  2 V(Ji) for any i 2 f1; 2g, it is proved in
[12] that (3) with (; ) = (0; ) is time-reversible. More precisely,
in this case one has A =   A exp(i'), C =   C exp( 3i'), and B =
  B exp( i') for some real '. Hence, from Proposition 13 of [6] we
deduce the existence of a formal rst integral of (3) extended to the
complex setting. In summary, we have proved (5).
At this point we have to see wether B12 or B15 are radical ideals or
not. Unfortunately they are not and we cannot apply Theorem 2 for
bounding the cyclicity of the center of family (3). We are forced to use
Theorem 3 in order to prove Theorem 1.
To nd the primary decomposition of B12 we will use either of the rou-
tines primdecGTZ or primdecSY in the primdec.LIB library of Singu-
lar. You can also check the validity using the PrimaryDecomposition
command ofMaple. We get the primary decomposition B12 =
T6
j=1 Ij
being Ij =
p
Ij for j = 1; 2; 3 and Ij 6=
p
Ij when j = 4; 5; 6. More
precisely, we nd
p
I4 = ha21 + a22; a2c1 + a1c2; c1a1 + c2a2; c21 + c22; b2; b1i;p
I5 = ha21 + a22; a2c1 + a1c2; c1a1   c2a2; c21 + c22; b2; b1i;p
I6 = hc21 + c22; b2; b1; a1; a2i:
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Setting N = T6i=4 Ii as it is dened in Theorem 3, now we use the
Intersect command of Maple (or the intersect command of Sin-
gular) to get a set of generators of
pN , namely
p
N =
6\
i=4
p
Ii = hb1; b2; a21 + a22; c21 + c22i:
Finally, taking into account that V(N ) = V(pN ) holds in any ground
eld we obtain
V(N ) = f 2 R6 : A = B = C = 0g = f0g:
This means that  2 V(B) n V(N ) if and only if  corresponds to
any nonlinear center of (3).
Finally, since the ideal
B12 = hf3(); ~f6(); ~f9(); ~f12()i
has a minimal basis with cardinality four, as a consequence of Theorem
3, we have proved that any nonlinear center at the origin in family (3)
has cyclicity at most 4.
Only remains to prove the second claim in Theorem 1. We will
consider perturbations of the linear center _z = iz inside family (3).
First we will see that the point  = 0 corresponding to the linear
center is not isolated from the set of points in the parameter space
R6 corresponding to a system in family (3) possessing a fourth order
weak focus at the origin. Perturbing from (0) =  = 0 to (") =
("; "=
p
5; 0; 0; 0; ") 2 R6 with the small perturbation parameter " we
have f3 = ~f6 = ~f9 = 0 and ~f12 =  268=375 "8. The perturbed system is
_z = iz+zz(A(")z2+B(")zz+C(")z2) with A(") = "(1 i=p5), B(") =
0 and C(") = i". Notice also that A2(") = 5jA(")j2   6jC(")j2 = 0.
Then, the perturbed system has a fourth order weak focus at the origin
and following Theorem 6 of [12] a further arbitrarily small perturbation
can produce four limit cycles bifurcating from the focus at the origin.
Therefore the claim is proved nishing the proof of the theorem.
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